MCS CONTRACTOR
SCHEME
YOUR GUIDE TO REGISTRATION

the power behind your business

WELCOME
THANK YOU FOR APPLYING
TO BECOME PART
OF NICEIC
NICEIC is the market leading certification body for the MCS
Contractor Scheme, Competent Person Schemes, PAS 2030
Scheme and Approved Contractor Scheme.
We have been assessing the competence of contractors
throughout the construction industry for over sixty years.
Choosing to become NICEIC registered sets your
business apart.
There are many benefits to becoming an NICEIC registered
contractor, more of which can be found inside, and in addition
to the services we provide we promise to work hard at
promoting your business to consumers, householders and
specifiers.

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE
This guide is designed to help you through the application
process for the MCS Contractor Scheme. It covers the process
step by step, including sections on how to complete your
application, how to prepare for your assessment and what
happens once your business is registered.
If at any point you need any advice or assistance with any of
the information contained in this guide, contact our friendly
sales team on 0333 015 6626 who will be happy to help.

We look forward to working with you and your business.
Yours Sincerely

Emma Clancy
CEO, Certsure LLP

HOW TO APPLY
CALL US 0333 015 6626
EMAIL US JOIN@NICEIC.COM
WEBSITE NICEIC.COM
WHITTING VALLEY ROAD
OLD WHITTINGTON
CHESTERFIELD
DERBYSHIRE
S41 9EY
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BENEFITS OF
JOINING NICEIC
OUR AIM IS TO PROVIDE THE WHOLE PACKAGE TO CONTRACTORS BY OFFERING MANY ADDED VALUE SERVICES TO MAKE
YOUR LIVES EASIER.
REGISTERING WITH NICEIC WILL GIVE YOU ACCESS TO THE FOLLOWING:

TOOLS TO BUILD YOUR BUSINESS
A free listing on niceic.com

Free quarterly Connections magazine

NICEIC and scheme logos for your company vehicles,
stationery and website

Access to Online Certification to certify and notify your
work - niceiconline.com

NICEIC personalised business stationery and photo ID cards
available to order

Discounted training courses

Free 24/7 business and legal helpline
Your work covered by the Platinum Promise

Access to discounted products including workwear, tools,
test equipment and industry-leading publications shop.niceic.com

NICEIC contractors promoted to consumers and specifiers

Exclusive insurance products niceic-and-elecsa-insurance.com

Opportunity to become registered with Which? Trusted
Traders - trustedtraders.which.co.uk/for-traders

Discounted vehicle leasing

Opportunity to become registered with TrustMark trustmark.org.uk (for PV only)

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Priority access to the technical helpline
Technical seminar events including our TechTalks and
award winning Live events
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TOOLS FOR YOUR TRADE

PLATINUM PROMISE
All customers of NICEIC registered
contractors are covered
by the NICEIC Platinum Promise.
Our Platinum Promise provides
assurance to your customers that
any work that has not been carried
out in compliance with the building regulations or installation
standards will be rectified. The Platinum Promise lasts for
six years from the date of work completion and covers up
to a limit of £25,000 for any one installation. It provides
consumers with extra peace of mind and gives NICEIC
registered contractors a competitive edge over others.

WHAT IS THE MCS CONTRACTOR SCHEME?
The Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) certificates
Microgeneration technologies used to produce electricity and heat
from renewable sources. The following technologies are included
within the MCS scheme.
Solar Thermal Hot Water (MIS 3001)
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) (MIS 3002)
Micro and Small Wind Turbines (MIS 3003)
Biomass (MIS 3004)
Heat Pumps (Air and Ground Source) (MIS 3005)
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) (MIS 3007)
In order to supply, design and install any of the above renewable
technologies, your business must become a Certified MCS
Contractor to enable your customers to take advantage of
Government incentives such as the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) and
the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI).
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WHAT IS THE FEED-IN TARIFF (FIT) SCHEME?

THE FEED-IN TARIFF SCHEME (FITS) WAS DESIGNED BY THE GOVERNMENT AS AN INCENTIVE FOR UPTAKE OF POWER
GENERATING RENEWABLE TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS SOLAR PANELS AND WIND TURBINES; IT MEANS THAT IF YOUR
CUSTOMERS HAVE AN ELIGIBLE INSTALLATION THEY COULD BE PAID FOR THE POWER THEY GENERATE AS WELL AS
FOR THE SURPLUS ELECTRICITY EXPORTED TO THE GRID.
If you’re a certified MCS Contractor or working in the renewable
electricity industry there are some things you need to know. To
assist we have supplied an information snapshot regarding FITs
below. For more detailed information please visit ofgem.gov.uk/
environmental-programmes/fit
There are three financial benefits from FITs for your customers:
1. Generation tariff – the electricity supplier of choice
will pay for each unit of electricity generated whether
it is used or not
2. Export tariff – any surplus electricity generated will be
automatically exported back to the energy grid for an additional
payment per unit
3. Energy bill savings – the amount of electricity imported will
be reduced and this will impact on electricity bills
Once the system has been registered, the Generation and Export
tariffs will last as long as your installation is eligible, and are
index linked.

SUPPORTING YOUR CUSTOMERS
The application process is designed to be straightforward
for homeowners and registered landlords. Unlike the Domestic
RHI, you can complete the application form
for your customers.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
The eligible renewable electricity system types are:
Solar Photovoltaic (Solar PV)
Wind
Micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
Micro-Hydro

For an install to be eligible your company must be
MCS Certified, registered to install the customer’s chosen
renewable technology and products must be MCS-certified.
When dealing with domestic customers, you must be
registered with a Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI)
Consumer Codes Approval Scheme (CCAS).
The first installation you do, which you use to gain registration
as a MCS Contractor, is eligible for FITs as long as you can
issue an MCS certificate for it following certification.

THE APPLICATION PROCESS
The installation must be of a product included on the MCS
product register and the installer is MCS-certified
For installations with an application date on or after
10 May 2016, the EPC of level D or above must have
been issued before the commissioning date of the
FIT installation
For installations with an application date before 10
May 2016 but on or after 15 January 2016 an EPC level
of D or above must have been issued on or before the
commissioning date
For installations with an application date of before
15 January 2016 an EPC level D or above must have
been issued on or before the Eligibility Date of the
FIT installation
Installer to issue an MCS certificate. The installation must
be registered on the MCS Installation database within 10
working days of the commissioning date
The application can then be submitted to the energy
supplier by following their process and using their FIT
application form. The MCS certificate must be included
in the application
The date the completed application is received by the
licensee is the date your customer becomes eligible for FIT
payments. The energy supplier will require an initial meter
reading to be taken on this date
Once the energy supplier has all the information required,
has carried out the application checks and has found the
installation is eligible, they will add the details to the
Ofgem Central FIT Register
The energy supplier will then provide a Statement of
FIT Terms. Once these have been agreed and signed,
payments will begin
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WHAT IS THE RENEWABLE HEAT INCENTIVE (RHI)?

THE DOMESTIC RENEWABLE HEAT INCENTIVE
(RHI) IS A GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL INCENTIVE
TO ENCOURAGE A SWITCH TO RENEWABLE
HEATING SYSTEMS.
If you’re a certified MCS Contractor or working in the
renewable heating industry there are some things you need
to know. We have supplied an information snapshot regarding
the Domestic RHI. For more information please read the
Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive essential guide for
installers ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/domesticrenewable-heat-incentive-essentialguide-installers

SUPPORTING YOUR CUSTOMERS
The application process is designed to be straightforward
for homeowners and registered landlords. Unlike the NonDomestic RHI, you won’t be able to complete the application
form for them.
For most applicants, payments are based on an estimation
of the property’s heat use known as ‘deeming’. In certain
circumstances, others must install metering and submit
regular readings to receive payments.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
There are four eligible renewable heating system types.
Solar Thermal Panels
Air Source Heat Pumps
Ground Source Heat Pumps
Biomass Boilers and Stoves
It’s not enough just to have one of the renewable technologies
listed. Installation products must be included on the Product
eligibility list.
Your installation company must be MCS certified, registered
to install the customers chosen renewable technology. When
dealing with domestic customers, you must be registered with
a CTSI Consumer Codes Approval Scheme (CCAS).

Property eligibility criteria for the Domestic RHI:
Must meet minimum insulation requirements of loft and
cavity wall if applicable
Provide a domestic Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
to prove its domestic ‘dwelling’ status and it must be no
more than 24 months old
For the Domestic RHI the renewable heat technology can
provide heat for a single domestic property or
a main house and outbuildings that form part of the same
property (e.g. garages, sheds, pool houses)
The property must have been occupied before the first
commissioning date of the heating system. This is to
prevent building developers claiming the Domestic RHI.
Self-build properties are exempt from the 183 days
occupancy declaration

EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTORS
All applicants need:
MCS Installation certificate number
Domestic Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) number
They also have to:
Answer eligibility questions and sign up to the
scheme rules
Provide personal information, including bank details
Provide information on the cost of the heating system for
scheme evaluation (give them an itemised account with
separate equipment and labour costs)
Some applicants need to provide additional evidence –
Registered social landlords making their first application
need to provide their organisation’s registration number,
the registered name and address and a letter of authorisation
for their authorised representative.
Where the property has to be metered, your customer will
need to provide additional information about their metering
arrangements which they get in documents from you.

It is possible for the heating system for your Domestic RHI
customer to be the first installation you do and that which
you use to gain registration under MCS, as long as you can
issue an MCS certificate for it.
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS

CALL US ON 0333 015 6626 TO APPLY, OR RETURN YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION FORM ALONG WITH THE RELEVANT FEE

We will contact you with a scheduled date for your
assessment which will be to review your documented
systems for compliance against
MCS 001 and an on-site assessment of your
chosen renewable technologies.
Please visit
microgenerationcertification.org
for further guidance on this

A further assessment is arranged

Additional
assessment needed

Your assessment will be carried out by a local Assessor

Your Assessor will complete an assessment report
during the visit, recommending that you are accepted
or detailing further action required before the
registration process is completed

Accepted

Congratulations! You are now registered and can take
advantage of all of the benefits of being an MCS
Approved Contractor

You will receive a Certificate of Registration
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Further
action
required

You will be notified of any areas that need to be
addressed before your registration can be completed.
In some cases you will need a further assessment.
You may need an additional half day or full day
dependant on whether the matter relates to your
office, installation or both. Alternatively, only
supporting evidence may need to be supplied for
a remote assessment

Documentary
evidence needed

Once the areas outlined have been addressed,
the registration process will contiinue

STEPS TO BECOMING
AN MCS REGISTERED
CONTRACTOR
There are several different ways to apply to register
with NICEIC:
Call our team on 0333 015 6626. We will take all of your
details and initial application fee over the phone and get
your application started
Apply online at niceic.com
Complete an application form and return to our sales team
along with a cheque to cover the initial application fee
Please note when completing your application:
Subsequent annual fees are charged, either from the date
of initial application or the date of certification dependent
on the scheme applied for
Payment of the full balance is required at the time of
application via credit card, cheque, direct debit or
BACS transfer.
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REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
CHECKLIST
LISTED BELOW IS A SUMMARY OF THE APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MCS CONTRACTOR SCHEME.
EACH TECHNOLOGY HAS INDIVIDUAL SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS.

Does the company hold copies and have access
to the building regulations and other relevant standards?
Does the company complete installation certification/or
installation, certification and sign off, as detailed
in the building regulations or other relevant standards?
Does the company have a minimum of £2 million Public
Liability Insurance and (where appropriate) Professional
Indemnity Insurance/Employers liability insurance?
NICEIC Insurance Services are able to offer contractors highly
competitive rates on Public Liability Insurance. For more
information call 0333 015 6629 or visit
niceic-and-elecsa-insurance.com
Registered with a chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI)
Consumer Codes Approval Scheme (CCAS)
Have systems and processes been implemented,
specific to the company and in accordance with
the requirements of MCS 001 document?
Does the company have and maintain suitable tools
and equipment for all installation work covered?
Has the company completed an installation for each
of the technologies applied for, in accordance to the
MIS standards that could be made available for the
arranged assessment date?
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PREPARATION FOR
THE ASSESSMENT VISIT
THE ASSESSMENT VISIT FOR THE MCS CONTRACTOR SCHEME COMPRISES OF TWO PARTS:

1. ASSESSMENT OF THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
USED BY THE COMPANY
The company will be assessed against the relevant scheme
requirements (MCS 001).
To ensure you are fully prepared for your assessment, please
have the following in place:
Have an individual responsible for the company’s
certification and all activities relating to MCS
(the nominee)
Have a health and safety policy that identifies risks
associated with the installation of renewable technologies
Have a process for identifying and resolving product
and process non-conformities
Maintain records of activities relating to MCS
Operate a complaints process that manages
issues relating to MCS
Have a process for ensuring and recording all
equipment is calibrated and maintained
Ensure all product storage and transportation is conducted
safely, and in accordance to manufacturer’s instructions
Record and ensure all employees and subcontractors
maintain competence and are appropriately trained
Have a process for assigning work to the appropriate staff
and supervising their work
Demonstrate management of subcontractors if applicable
Ensure work is inspected and verified by the appropriate
competent person
Have a process which details the work specific tasks that
should be undertaken for each installation
Have a process for managing any changes in specification
that will change the installation process

2. ON-SITE ASSESSMENT OF INSTALLED RENEWABLE
TECHNOLOGIES
The contractor needs to demonstrate it can install
the requested renewable technologies. This is established
through an on-site assessment. The installation provided for
the on-site assessment should:
Be within reasonable driving distance from the office
of the company (30 minutes drive)
Have been pre-arranged with the customer to ensure
permission is granted and access is available
Have a risk assessment to ensure the safety
of all personnel
Be accompanied by the operative that was responsible
for the installation work
Have one example of each technology installed;
it is preferable if more than one measure is located
at the same site

OUTCOME OF ASSESSMENT
At the end of your assessment, the assessor will make one of
the following recommendations:
Recommended – Your company will be recommended for
registration if your management system and installation work
are compliant.
Recommended on submission of evidence – Your company
did not fulfill all the assessment requirements, however
identified issues are minor and can be addressed, through the
submission of evidence.
Not Recommended – Your company did not complywith
the requirements of the scheme on either the office or
on-site assessment.
The results of your assessment will then be reviewed by
a different assessor who will grant certification if you have
been successful.

Have a process for declaring installations meet the
requirements of MCS
Ensure work is undertaken by Competent Persons and
in compliance with the Building Regulations

MORE INFORMATION ON OUR MCS SCHEME CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE NICEIC.COM
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COMPANY ROLES
APPENDIX A OF EACH OF THE MCS CONTRACTOR STANDARDS (MIS) DETAILS WHAT CONTRACTORS NEED TO HAVE
IN PLACE TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH THE SCHEME COMPETENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NOMINEE,
TECHNICAL PERSON(S) AND ALL OTHER REQUIRED ROLES.

There are two different routes which enable companies to
demonstrate their competence to satisfy the MCS Contractor
scheme requirements.

1. DEMONSTRATION OF QUALIFICATIONS
This route requires companies to provide evidence that
they hold the relevant qualifications to satisfy the entry
requirements for each technology they are applying for.
These qualifications are mapped on the online Competency
Checker Tool at microgenerationcertification.org/
competency-criteria
Within this guide we have provided a list of qualifications
which we have reviewed against this map as meeting
the criteria required.

2. EXPERIENCED WORKER ROUTE
The experienced worker route (EWR) is available to ‘time
served’ installers experienced within the industry who don’t
hold all the recognised qualifications but who are able to
demonstrate the same competence as those who do.
This route will not result in a qualification and will require
an assessment which is mapped to the same core criteria as
detailed by the MCS scheme. Companies choosing the EWR
route should check they are taking the most cost and time
effective route.
Note: Using the experienced worker route your
company will have to demonstrate through additional
site assessments the ability to meet the criteria
detailed for the specific technology. Please visit
microgenerationcertification.org
for further guidance.
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THE ASSESSMENT
The assessment length and cost will depend on the
size, experience and auditable competence within the
company. Should partial competence be evidenced through
qualifications then only part competence will need to be
assessed through this route.
We would guide all companies to complete the online
Competency Checker Tool at microgenerationcertification.
org/competency-criteria before applying for registration.
The report generated through completion of this tool can
then be used to calculate the assessment required through
the experienced worker route. Each applicant via this route
will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

MCS COURSE LIST*
THESE QUALIFICATIONS ARE AN EXAMPLE OF THOSE MAPPED ON THE ONLINE COMPETENCY CHECKER TOOL AT
MICROGENERATIONCERTIFICATION.ORG/COMPETENCY-CRITERIA

heat pumps
EAL

3

Award in the Installation of Heat Pump Systems
(Non-refrigerant Circuits)

501/1847/X

600/5249/1

EAL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Heat Pump
Systems (Non-refrigerant Circuits)

501/1848/1

600/5253/3

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation of Heat Pump Systems
(Non-refrigerant Circuits)

501/1642/3

600/5692/7

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Heat Pump
Systems (Non-refrigerant Circuits)

501/1643/5

600/5691/5

BPEC

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Heat Pump
Systems (Non-refrigerant Circuits)

600/6606/4

LCL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Heat Pump
Systems (Non-refrigerant Circuits)

600/7730/X

Award in the Installation of Heat Pump Systems
(Non-refrigerant Circuits)

600/6364/6

Award in the Installation of Small Scale Solar Photovoltaic
Systems

501/1846/8

ProQual Ltd
EAL

3

Other

600/6258/7

Heat Pump (Non-refrigerant Circuits) Mapped Assessment
Process

SOLAR PV
EAL

3

Award in the Installation of Small Scale Solar Photovoltaic
Systems

600/5175/9

EAL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Small Scale
Solar Photovoltaic Systems

501/1876/6

600/5252/1

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation of Small Scale Solar Photovoltaic
Systems

501/1715/4

600/5695/2

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Small Scale
Solar Photovoltaic Systems

501/1641/1

600/5695/2

BPEC

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Small Scale
Solar Photovoltaic Systems

600/6283/6

LCL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Small Scale
Solar Photovoltaic Systems

600/5775/0

ProQual Ltd

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Small Scale
Solar Photovoltaic Systems

600/6256/3

ProQual Ltd

3

Award in the Installation of Small Scale Solar Photovoltaic
Systems

600/6363/4

*The above course list is an example of those mapped on the online MCS Competency Checker Tool. This list is subject to change.
For the most up to date information and full list please visit microgenerationcertification.org/competency-criteria
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solar thermal
EAL

3

Award in the Installation of Solar Thermal Hot Water
Systems

501/1990/4

600/5248/X

EAL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal 501/1845/6
Hot Water Systems

600/5251/X

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation of Solar Thermal Hot Water
Systems

501/1889/4

600/5694/0

City & Guilds

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal 501/1640/X
Hot Water Systems

600/5693/9

BPEC

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal 600/6608/8
Hot Water Systems

LCL

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal 600/7439/5
Hot Water Systems

ProQual Ltd

3

Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal 600/6257/5
Hot Water Systems

ProQual Ltd

3

Award in the Installation of Solar Thermal Hot Water
Systems

600/6385/3

NICEIC Solar Thermal Hot Water Installer Mapped assessment process

NICEIC STHW

NICEIC

biomass
HETAS

N/A HETAS Biomass Appliance Installer Mapped Course and
assessment process

HETAS

N/A HETAS Biomass Appliance Installer Mapped Course and
assessment process

BPEC

N/A BPEC Solid biomass and biomass heating systems

wind turbines
Manufacturers Certificated Training

CHP - combined heat and power
BPEC

Defined Scope Baxi Ecogen mCHP

*The above course list is an example of those mapped on the online MCS Competency Checker Tool. This list is subject to change.
For the most up to date information and full list please visit microgenerationcertification.org/competency-criteria
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AFTER YOU ARE REGISTERED
Your company details will be uploaded to MCS
(The oversight body for the MCS Scheme). You will
also be able to display the MCS mark, to help promote
your business and notify completed installations to the
Microgeneration Installation Database (MID).
Your customers will also now be able to access FITs
and RHI once you have completed installations on
their behalf.
As an MCS Contractor you must demonstrate that you
are continuing to comply with NICEIC Scheme Rules
and that technical standards are being maintained.
We ensure this by undertaking a periodic assessment
with you on a regular basis, normally once a year.
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USEFUL CONTACT INFORMATION
SALES
0333 015 6626
JOIN@NICEIC.COM
CUSTOMER SERVICE
0333 015 6625
CUSTOMER.SERVICES@NICEIC.COM
TRAINING
0333 015 6627
TRAININGINFO@NICEIC.COM

Head office: NICEIC Part of Certsure LLP, Warwick House, Houghton Hall Park , Houghton Regis, Dunstable, LU5 5ZX

the power behind your business
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